Relationship Rescue

Every relationship needs some TLC
every now and again. With this
sweet 4-part re-engagement series,
you'll be wooing subscribers back
into your world after being away.

THEFUNNELSISTERS.COM

"Your Copywriting Companions."

Scrub-a-Dub Dub Series
Do not use this series if you haven't emailed your list in a while or you send
sporadic emails. Start with Relationship Re-Engagement Series instead.
WHAT: Scrub your list of inactive readers (cold subscribers).
WHY: Removing inactive readers from your list will save you time and money
and help you focus your energy and efforts towards those who really want to
hear from you. Plus, it makes email writing a whole heck of a lot easier when you
show up week after week knowing full well that the people reading actually
want to be there. Scrubbing also has the potential to increase your open and
click-through rates as well, because inactive readers drag your marketing
statistics down by not opening or engaging with your content.
WHEN: Take a peek into your email software and make sure your emails aren’t
bouncing, and that you don’t have a deliverability or technical issue. Because if
that’s the case then you should not send this series, but fix those problems first
by contacting a professional email copywriter who understands the platform
you’re working with. Once you’ve ruled out tech or deliverability issues, send this
Scrub-a-Dub Dub sequence to people who haven’t opened your emails in the
last 90-120 days. (Don’t send it to everyone; just those inactive subscribers.)
HOW: Scrub-a-Dub Dub emails. Great for ridding your list of inactive readers in a
friendly and not-so-awkward way. If at the end of this series, cold subscribers
still haven’t engaged via opting back in using the calls to action inside of the
email content, you may choose to delete them entirely from your list or archive
this segment of inactive users.
TAG/SEGMENT/BEHAVIOR: Important, the goal is to get inactive subscribers to
open, read, and make the determination that they want to stay or leave. To do
that, they need to click the right button or link in the email -- i.e., ‘Yes’, I want to
stay on the list or ‘No’ I want to unsubscribe. For this sequence to be successful,
you must create rules and tags for the appropriate buttons.
If an inactive reader opens and clicks that they want to stay on your list:
Tag them as ‘Active’ (eg, ‘Active [date]’) and create a rule that removes them
from this Scrub-a-Dub Dub sequence. That way they don’t keep receiving the
same type of content. Then place them back inside of your normal, active
subscriber email segment so they can receive weekly Story Charm broadcasts.
If an inactive reader does not open, click, or choose to stay on your list they will
not receive an ‘Active [date]’ tag and can be removed or archived as you see fit.

(Not so) Fun Fact: ⅓ of your emails will never get opened.
It’s worth repeating: the goal of this series is to improve the health of your email
list by scrubbing inactive users. It’s nothing against you personally, but with the
sheer amount of freebies and downloads these days, many email lists have far
too many inactive users -- a common problem we witness with brands across
the board.
Why is that?
Internet browsers are bored, curious, and will opt-in to a list half-heartedly all
day everyday just to check things out or pass time by... not because they’re
necessarily interested in what you’re selling or because they can be classified as
an ideal customer.
True, that this is part being an engaging list-building business owner...
However, these subscribers cost you time and money and make writing harder.
How come? Because you will feel an unnecessary degree of anxiety and
hesitation trying to have conversations with people who may not care or want
to hear from you. So it’s good for your mental health as you write knowing full
well that people are there who want to be there. And it’s also good for the
health of your email list. What we’ve observed is the healthier the list, the more
revenue it generates and the better you’re able to write… because at the end of
the day you’ll show up confidently when your readers engage with you.
So it’s good to scrub your list about once per year, depending on how active and
consistent you are emailing.
Story analogy: imagine planning a dinner date, paying for that dinner date,
reserving the table for that dinner date, and your guest not showing up…. That’s
what it’s like each week when you email actual humans and they don’t open,
click, or engage with your content. It stings. But we can bless and release via
the Scrub-a-Dub Dub and make room for genuine customers and fan followers!

Email 1: Scrub-a-Dub Dub
Subject: You still with me?

🧐

I remember when I first saw my business partner, Nickie.
We both went to a small church in Panama City, Florida and the entire media
team was made up of just... her.
I say that because she was taking pictures of this really fun slip-n-slide
dodgeball event that summer, and (confession) I totally judged her because
she was using the camera wrong.

😆

A few months later our worlds collided.
We officially met through a mutual friend, were surprised to learn we had
similar interests in marketing, and changed each other's lives -- forever!
I also remember the day I met you.
Do you recall that day, Jenn?
You were taking a much needed mental break from working on your
business and decided to leisurely scroll the Internet. And in that split digital
second, our two worlds collided...
Something we posted piqued your interest.
Maybe it was a Mocktail Monday episode on our Facebook page... or the 14
Point Copywriting Framework…?

Or maybe you just liked when my dog Teddy randomly showed up during our
teachings to cause trouble in the background. (Remember that time he
started to vomit during our first Facebook live? )

😂

Whatever it was, you saw something that you knew would transform the
life of your business forever and gave me a big thumbs up like...

Jenn, I can’t pinpoint exactly what brought you into my corner of the
interwebs, but I can guarantee you one thing...
The Funnel Sisters are 100% committed to helping you craft authentic,
entertaining, genuine sales copy that connects with the hearts & minds of
their audience.
Is this something you still need help with?

🧐

You may not have opened many of my emails before this one, but that’s not
your fault.
I get it.
Life is busy, the kids are callin’, dinner needs to be made, and you have lots of
clients to serve.
So I’ll be brief and get to the point.

If you're a creative brand looking to build solid relationships with your list
(ones that stand against any pesky algorithm update or shiny new social
media platform), then you’re in the right place.
But if something has changed and you’re in a new season of life or
business, click here to unsubscribe.
Although I’ll be sad to see you go, I’m still grateful for our time together and
trust that The Funnel Sisters have made a positive impact on your
entrepreneurial journey.
If that’s not the case, and you’re ready to conquer those coveted
conversions, click here now and I’ll make sure you stay on my email list.
Chess
TL;DR I’ve missed seeing you open my emails! If something has changed and
you no longer need copywriting help you can unsubscribe here.
If you’d like to stick with me and want a trustworthy copywriting companion
to light the way, click here and I’ll make sure we continue along this journey
together.

Email 2: Scrub-a-Dub Dub
Subject: Hey there -- we good?

🔔❔

Not to toot my own horn or anything…
But I’m pretty good at writing kick butt copy. However, if I can be completely
honest with you, I’m a total mess when it comes to digitally communicating
with my people.
As a matter of fact I was working on a special email I wanted to send to my
readers. It was about how much I appreciated them, with an attached coupon
to my store. I double -- even triple -- checked the entire email, scheduled it in
ConvertKit, and sent it out.

Then came the mountains of replies…
“... Uhm… I’m not quite sure what you’re trying to do here. But I’m kind of
confused,” one person replied.
I quickly checked my email and realized the link that sent them to the sales
page was mistyped. #oops

Hmm… I wonder what could’ve gone wrong?
It was a URL that led straight to a broken page with a complimentary 404
error, not our sales funnel. I was mortified.
Crazy, I know.
But as time went on, I’ve learned how to double check the links and not to be
so hard on myself (which is something even the best entrepreneurs struggle
with… we all need to give ourselves grace, am I right?).
I’ve also discovered that being a business owner is all about putting
yourself out there and taking risks, even if mistakes are made or things
are perfect.

Jenn, I’m committed to this relationship and helping you. And I want to
ensure we stay connected so you can get all the copywriting feedback,
frameworks, tips and value that you’ve signed up for.
And if you are too, click here.
But if what I’m serving no longer fits your palette, no hard feelings, just click
here to unsubscribe.
Talk soon,
Chess
P.S. Hey there! I’ve noticed you haven’t opened the content I’ve created for
you in a while. If something’s changed and you’d like to unsubscribe, you can
do so by clicking here. If you enjoy hearing from me, and everything’s good,
click here and I’ll make sure we remain connected!

Email 3: Scrub-a-Dub Dub
Subject: Have things changed?

💬😕💬

I’m sort of a keep-to-myself kind of person and I'm painfully shy.
But I know that the difference between being where I am and where I want
to be in my business lies solely on me becoming more visible.
So I did a (few) things…
I got a tik tok account… and learned a few gen z dances.
I committed to posting once per day on my Facebook page… a few parts
funny memes + a few parts value.
And I’ve even posted in a few Facebook groups so I could connect with other
entrepreneurs… Hello fellow boss moms!

The result?
It actually wasn’t that scary. I even secured leads for both my services and
programs. #sweetvictory

I don’t care what these kids say… I still got it!

For the first time in a while, I feel like it’s okay to be myself and show the
world who I am and what I have to offer.
And I see you too, Jenn!
Your time to shine is finally here.
At last, the hard work and dedication is finally paying off and you just
launched your first program -- you can’t believe it!
You’re slowly coming out of your shell and starting to network with the
bigwigs inside the industry.
You’re building authority, becoming visible and finally getting to where you
want to be.

But I’m curious, is this still where you're headed, Jenn? Or have things
changed?
You’ve signed up to join my list because you wanted me to show you how to
build relationships with your readers through heart-driven copy, so you can
grow your influence, impact, and sell with confidence and authenticity.

📮

But I haven’t seen you opening any of my emails.

📮

If you're still interested in staying connected, just click here to remain on
my list where you’ll...
>> Discover the power of storytelling in your copywriting and sales calls.
>> Learn how to segment your list, so you can speak to your readers at every
stage of the customer journey.
>> Uncover valuable frameworks you can use that will cut your writing time in
half.
If something has changed and you’re no longer interested in this type of
content, no worries. Simply click here and you’ll be automatically
unsubscribed.
Chess
TL;DR: I’ve learned a lot of lessons throughout my copywriting journey and I
want to share them with you. Click here to stay subscribed to my list.
If something has changed and you no longer need the content I provide, just
click here and I’ll make sure you’re unsubscribed.

Email 4: Scrub-a-Dub Dub
Subject: Is this really goodbye

🤔❓

The other day I was reminiscing about the time we bought our first family
pet, Teddy and how he changed our lives.
Originally, I was anti-pet.
I just didn’t have the energy to balance a business, motherhood, military life, a
child and a D.W.A. (dog with attitude).
But after seeing the cutest, friendliest little shih-tzu at the park, I decided to
take a leap of faith and adopt our dog teddy.

Teddy in all his glory.
I literally had no idea how to raise a dog (or how much it even cost). But as I
became more involved, met more dog parents, got to know him and settled
into the rhythm of things, it slowly became a lot less scary and way more fun
to become a dog mom.

Have you ever stopped and thought back to the time you became a business
owner, Jenn?
A time when you decided to take a leap of faith and start your journey
towards starting your online business.
With a mission in your heart and your eyes on the prize, you began trudging
uphill, getting to work and checking off the to-do boxes that inched you
closer to your goal.
You joined Facebook groups to meet and network with other successful
coaches …
You began subscribing to podcasts with online marketing experts like Julie
Stoian and Amy Portfield to gain actionable tips and valuable insights into
the complex world of digital marketing...
You set up systems to organize your whole business.
And you finally started to see the light at the end of the tunnel and realized
that success was totally possible.
But somewhere along the way you discovered that you needed stronger
words for your sales page and emails.

You realized that your copywriting skills are the only thing holding you
back from gaining authority and creating a positive, powerful impact in
the lives of those who you serve.
And that’s when you discovered a resource that I offered which would help
you conquer your copywriting roadblocks and move the needle forward in
your business.

Yet somehow our digital paths of communication stopped crossing, and I
see you’re no longer opening my emails.

📫📫📫

Which has me a bit worried, because I want to make sure you’re getting all of
the info you need to become the best coach you can be.
Because whether it’s finding the right words that will help your customer
convert, building an authentic relationship with your list, or even connecting
with me to solve more complex copywriting problems, Jenn, I’m here for you.

⬇️⬇️⬇️
But I need to make sure that you’re in this thing too, so hit the subscribe
button here to stay on my list.

⬆️⬆️⬆️
When you do, you can achieve success on your next email campaign just like
Frances who increased her conversion and subscriber rates after working
with me.
“Working with the Funnel Sisters was a dream come true. They were able to
nail my marketing message and create conversational copy that my
audience LOVED reading.” - Frances Houseman
Or like Bernice that says,
“The Funnel Sisters helped me develop this bond with my audience that I
didn’t even know I could achieve.. all through the power of words.” - Bernice
Pruitt
So last chance...
If this is still the journey you're on, I’d love for you to subscribe
stay on the list.
If not, click here
Chess

👈 to unsubscribe, no hard feelings.

👉 here to

P.S. Is this goodbye for good? Life moves fast and sometimes business
moves faster. Since subscribing to my email list, I’ve noticed you haven’t
opened many emails. Were you still interested in copywriting help? My goal is
to make sure you find value in what I provide. So could you do me a favor and
click here if you’d like to stay on my list, or click here instead to unsubscribe.
P.P.S. This is the last email I’ll send

📮

Story Guides
Email 1: Scrub-a-Dub Dub
Subject: You still with me?

🧐

I remember when I first saw my [spouse/business partner/best friend etc.],
[that person's name].
We both went to [a mutual place you hung out at] in [town you lived in]
and [a fun fact about this person].

I say that because [she/he] was [a funny encounter with that person], and
(confession) I totally judged [she/he] because [a funny story about the time
you judged them].

😆

A few months later our worlds collided.
We officially met through a mutual friend, were surprised to learn we had
similar interests in [a similar interest you had], and changed each other's
lives -- forever!
I also remember the day I met you.

Do you recall that day, [First name]?
You were taking a much needed mental break from working on your [avatar
job] and decided to leisurely scroll the Internet. And in that split digital
second, our two worlds collided...
Something we posted piqued your interest.
Maybe it was a [Facebook live series or masterclass you’ve advertised] on
my Facebook page... or the [name of opt-in/freebie]…?

😂

Or maybe you just liked when [something funny that happened during one
of your Facebook lives, or instagram stories]
Whatever it was, you saw something that you knew would transform the
life of your [your niche] forever and gave me a big thumbs up like...

[First name], I can’t pinpoint exactly what brought you into my corner of the
interwebs, but I can guarantee you one thing...
[Brand name] is 100% committed to helping you [how you help your
readers get to their desired goals] that [the outcome your readers will
achieve after using your service].
Is this something you still need help with?

🧐

You may not have opened many of my emails before this one, but that’s not
your fault.
I get it.
Life is busy, the kids are callin’, dinner needs to be made, and you have lots of
clients to serve.
So I’ll be brief and get to the point.
If you're a [adjective] brand looking to build [readers desired outcome]
(ones that stand against any pesky [pain/problem #1] or [pain/problem #2]),
then you’re in the right place.
But if something has changed and you’re in a new season of life or
business, click here to unsubscribe.
Although I’ll be sad to see you go, we’re still grateful for our time together and
trust that [brand name] has made a positive impact on your [niche] journey.
If that’s not the case, and you’re ready to conquer those [readers desired
outcome], together, click here now and I’ll make sure you stay on my
email list.
[Sign off]
P.S. I’ve missed seeing you open our emails! If something has changed and
you no longer need [niche] help, you can unsubscribe here.
If you’d like to stick with me and still need a trustworthy [niche] to light the
way, click here and I’ll make sure we continue along this journey together.

Email 2: Scrub-a-Dub Dub
Subject: Hey there -- we good?

🔔❔

Not to toot my own horn or anything…
But I’m pretty good at [what you do]. However, if I can be completely honest
with you, I’m a total mess when it comes to digitally communicating with my
people.
As a matter of fact I was working on a special email I wanted to send to my
readers. It was about how much we appreciated them, with an attached
coupon to our store. I double -- even triple -- checked the entire email,
scheduled it in [email service provider], and sent it out.
Then came the mountains of replies…
“[a funny or awkward reply you received after sending an email with
errors],” one person replied.
I quickly checked my email and realized [the mistake you made when
sending out the email]. #oops

Hmm… I wonder what could’ve gone wrong?
It was a [further explain what happened]. I was mortified.
Crazy, I know.
But as time went on, I’ve learned how to [what you’ve done to make sure
that doesn’t happen again] and not to be so hard on myself (which is
something even the best entrepreneurs struggle with… we all need to give
ourselves grace, am I right?).
I’ve also discovered that being a business owner is all about putting
yourself out there and taking risks, even if mistakes are made or things
are perfect.
[First name], I’m committed to this relationship and helping you. And I want
to ensure we stay connected so you can get all the [niche] feedback,
frameworks, tips and value that you’ve signed up for.
And if you are too, click here.
But if what I’m serving no longer fits your palette, no hard feelings. Just
unsubscribe here.

[Sign off]
P.S. Hey there! I’ve noticed you haven’t opened the content I’ve created for
you in a while. If something’s changed and you’d like to unsubscribe, you can
do so by clicking here. If you enjoy hearing from me, and everything’s good,
click here and I’ll make sure we remain connected!

Email 3: Scrub-a-Dub Dub
Subject: Have things changed?

💬😕💬

I’m sort of a keep-to-myself kind of person and I'm painfully shy.
But I know that the difference between being where I am and where I want
to be in my business lies solely on me becoming more visible.
So I did a (few) things…
I got a [trendy social media platform the “tweens” are using] … and
learned [a popular trend on that platform].
I committed to posting once per day on my [favorite social media platform]
page… a few parts funny memes + a few parts value.
And I’ve even posted in a few Facebook groups so I could connect with other
entrepreneurs… Hello [name of favorite Facebook group] fellow boss moms!
The result?
It actually wasn’t that scary. I even secured leads for both my services and
programs. #sweetvictory

I don’t care what these kids say… I still got it!
For the first time in a while, I feel like it’s okay to be myself and show the
world who I am and what I have to offer.
And I see you too, [First name]!
Your time to shine is finally here.
At last, the hard work and dedication is finally paying off and you just
[something your avatar has been striving to do] -- you can’t believe it!
You’re slowly coming out of your shell and starting to network with the
bigwigs inside the industry.
You’re building authority, becoming visible and finally getting to where you
want to be.
But I’m curious, is this still where you're headed, [First name]? Or have
things changed?
You’ve signed up to join my list because you wanted me to show you how to
[what audience wants to achieve] through [what you teach your audience]

so you can [major result they’ll achieve when they follow your teaching],
[result 2], and [result 3].

📮 But I haven’t seen you opening any of my emails. 📮
If you're still interested in staying connected, just click here to remain on
my list where you’ll...
>> Discover the power of [what you teach your audience 1] .
>> Learn how to [what you teach your audience 2], so you can [benefit to
learning this concept].
>> Uncover valuable [what you teach your audience 3] you can use that will
[benefit to learning this concept].
If something has changed and you’re no longer interested in this type of
content, no worries. Simply click here and you’ll be automatically
unsubscribed.
[Sign off]
TL;DR: I’ve learned a lot of lessons throughout my [niche] journey and I want
to share them with you. Click here to stay subscribed to my list.
If something has changed and you no longer need the content I provide, just
click here and I’ll make sure you’re unsubscribed.

Email 4: Scrub-a-Dub Dub
Subject: Is this really goodbye

🤔❓

The other day I was reminiscing about the time we bought our first family
pet, [name of pet] and how he changed our lives.
Originally, I was [how you initially felt about being a pet parent].

I just didn’t have the energy to balance a [responsibility 1], [responsibility 2],
[responsibility 3], [responsibility 1] and a [type of animal you adopted] .
But after seeing [what propelled you to adopt a pet], I decided to take a
leap of faith and adopt our [type of pet], [pet name].

[Pet name] in all [his/her] glory.
I literally had no idea how to raise a [type of pet] (or how much it even cost).
But as I became more involved, met more [type of pet] parents, got to know
[pet gender] and settled into the rhythm of things, it slowly became a lot less
scary and way more fun to become a [type of pet] parent.
Have you ever stopped and thought back to the time you became a business
owner, [First name]?
A time when you decided to take a leap of faith and start your journey
towards starting your [niche] business.

With a mission in your heart and your eyes on the prize, you began trudging
uphill, getting to work and checking off the to-do boxes that inched you
closer to your goal.
You joined [social media platform] groups to meet and network with other
successful [types of business owners you serve] …
You began subscribing to podcasts with online marketing experts like
[popular business podcast host 1] and [popular business podcast host 2] to
gain actionable tips and valuable insights into the complex world of [niche]...
You set up systems to organize your whole business.
And you finally started to see the light at the end of the tunnel and realized
that success was totally possible.
But somewhere along the way you discovered that you needed [result your
reader is trying to achieve].

You realized that [the #1 thing holding them back from success] is the
only thing you back from gaining authority and creating a positive,
powerful impact in the lives of those who you serve.
And that’s when you discovered a resource that I offered which would help
you conquer your [niche] roadblocks and move the needle forward in your
[life/business].

📫📫📫

Yet somehow our digital paths of communication stopped crossing, and I see
you’re no longer opening my emails.
Which has me a bit worried, because I want to make sure you’re getting all of
the info you need to become the best [type of client you serve] you can be.
Because whether it’s [what customer desires to achieve], building an [what
they’ll be able to produce after following your teachings], or even
connecting with me to solve more complex [niche] problems, [First name],
I’m here for you.

⬇️⬇️⬇️
But I need to make sure that you’re in this thing too, so hit the subscribe
button here to stay on my list.

⬆️⬆️⬆️
When you do, you can achieve success on your next [niche] campaign just
like [name of person giving testimonial] who [results they achieved after
working with you] after working with me.
[testimonial]
Or like [name of person giving second testimonial] that says,
[testimonial]
So last chance...
If this is still the journey you're on, I’d love for you to subscribe
stay on the list.
If not, click here

👉 here to

👈 to unsubscribe, no hard feelings.

[Sign off]
P.S. Is this goodbye for good? Life moves fast and sometimes business
moves faster. Since subscribing to my email list, I’ve noticed you haven’t
opened many emails. Were you still interested in [niche] help? My goal is to
make sure you find value in what I provide. So could you do me a favor and
click here if you’d like to stay on my list, or click here instead to unsubscribe.
P.P.S. This is the last email I’ll send.

📮

